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My first touch with prehistoric people took place in today’s Vantaa when my late father took me to see a Stone Age digging site when I was seven years old. I remember being intrigued by the red ochre graves and when walking back did not lift my gaze from my feet in hope of finding sherds of ceramics on the road. Some time after this I was taken through the National History Museum and its prehistoric artefact collections by my godmother, historian Sirkka Kauhanen. These moments were unforgettable and I became fascinated by ancient people and their histories.

Although archaeology has always interested me it was only in my late thirties that I became involved in actual archaeological studies at the University of Helsinki. At the time, I was warned not to quit my day job and turn archaeology, then solely a nice hobby, into real work. As I was starting my history studies at the Open University of Helsinki, still holding on to my permanent job, my history teachers Jari Aalto and Professor Tuomas Heikkilä had me convinced that it was cool to study history. Moreover, I was greatly influenced by certain people who made it easier for me to take the turn in my life; my friend Jaana Aho, who assured me that it was never too late to change the course no matter what. I will never forget the help and support I received from my friend and colleague Tiina Heikkinen when starting our archaeological studies together. Important were the memorable archaeology excursions tended in a motherly way by the late Elvi Linturi.

Besides archaeology I have always been interested in genes. Why go further than our own inheritance to look for traces of our past? When attending an archaeogenetics lecture in 2004 held by Professor Antti Sajantila it suddenly became clear to me how it would be possible to combine the two passions, archaeology and genetics. Inspired by ancient DNA I wrote my first seminar on DNA research, concentrating on Neanderthals. Following the suggestion of Professor Mika Lavento I wrote my second seminar on investigating plausible prehistoric genetic bottlenecks in Finland. This subject inspired me to continue research towards my Master’s thesis. While working on my thesis I soon found out that I needed help with genetics. I was advised to turn towards Docent Jukka Palo who kindly initiated my genetics studies by explaining genetic definitions and theoretical background to me. I also got in contact with Docent Päivi Onkamo who patiently answered my numerous questions on genetics and Finns, helping me greatly with my Master’s thesis.

In 2006 the three of us, Päivi Onkamo, Jukka Palo and I formed a brainstorming group which was to be the beginning of the research group Argeopop. The multidisciplinary research project Argeopop (http://www.helsinki.fi/bioscience/argeopop/) was officially founded in January 2008, when the Helsinki University three-year research grant started. This was followed by a four-year-grant by the Academy of Finland. Due to these grants I was able to start working on my Doctoral Thesis in the project. This was ideal for me since at that time I had small children and knew that my path as an archaeologist would not be that of a field archaeologist’s but instead, something more sedentary.
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ABSTRACT

In this doctoral dissertation both archaeological and genetic methodology was used to investigate the potential existence of prehistoric population bottleneck(s) in Finland. This was performed by applying forward-time population genetic simulations based on archaeological knowledge. Different scenarios were run to evaluate the genetic effects of past demographic events, and the results were compared with the known population genetic features of the current gene pool. The focus in the simulations was on uniparental markers, the mitochondrion and the Y chromosome. The simulations were carried out in the forward time population genetic simulation environment simuPOP.

In addition to genetic simulations, we performed analyses of the Stone and Ceramic Artefact Database as well as the radiocarbon date database to find out temporal differences in the intensity of the archaeological signal. We found similar evidence in these analyses for a marked increase in the archaeological signal 4000-3500 cal BC followed by a distinct weakening. Previously, the Stone Artefact Database has been used to study singular artefacts and a few artefact types exclusively. This is the first time the Database including thousands of objects belonging to several Mesolithic and Neolithic time periods has been data mined to a large extent.

Furthermore, we carried out a Bayesian spatial analysis of radiocarbon datings and archaeological finds from Finland and ceded Karelia, to better understand the overall geographical distribution of human activity through time. The analyses were carried out within the framework of Bayesian spatial modelling, using the Besag-York-Mollie (BMY) model to build spatial distributions of various archaeological datasets in Finland. This model is based on image analysis and assumes similarity of neighbouring areas in geospatial applications. The methodology presented here is one of the first efforts of applying Bayesian spatial analysis with different types of archaeological data in Finland.

The main results of the study can be crystallized as follows: Archaeological and genetic evidence, together with the stone artefact analyses, indicate that there has been at least one Neolithic bottleneck in Finland. Secondly, we show that immigration from neighbouring populations, even if very limited but constant over prolonged time periods, can have drastic effects on a population’s genetic composition. Finally, female-specific higher migration rate, compared to a gender-neutral migration rate, brings the simulated genetic diversity closer to the observed contemporary genetic diversity in Finland. Our simulations also showed that a tight prehistoric bottleneck can still have a noticeable effect on genetic diversity even today, after thousands of years.

Keywords: prehistoric population, population simulation, spatial analysis, simuPOP, Bayesian, Stone Artefact Database.
1 INTRODUCTION

Prehistoric demographic changes have been studied by for example investigating summed probability distribution of radiocarbon dates through time (e.g. Forsberg 1996; Shennan & Edinborough 2007) as well as evaluating nutritional resources available for hunter-gatherers in the area (e.g. Tallavaara & Seppä 2012). Genetic data on modern populations can, to some extent, reveal population histories and provide important insights for investigating the process that shaped their evolution. For example, in a recent paper, 50,000 years of population movements were reconstructed from mitochondrial lineages reflecting the earliest settlers to Neolithic population dispersals (Tumonggor et al. 2013). Nevertheless, in this case only maternal lineages were followed. The analysis of modern data can also be biased to mainly express the extreme events, leaving other demographic events undetected.

Ideally, ancient DNA analyses allow one to directly examine genetic variation of ancient individuals and as such to make conclusions concerning the prehistoric populations to which these individuals belonged. A recent paper, Skoglund et al. 2012, showed that through analysis of DNA extracted from 5000-year-old ancient Scandinavian human remains, the hunter-gatherers were most similar to that of extant northern Europeans contrasted to a farmer sample from the same time, which was genetically most similar to that of extant southern Europeans.

However, ancient DNA studies face power issues in detecting demographic changes. A realistic estimation of e.g. population allele frequencies or size would require at least dozens of individuals to be studied, which is not realistic; the skeletal record of prehistoric populations before sedentary dwelling is sparse. Especially in Finland, due to the destructive acidic soil, adequately preserved organic remains from the Mesolithic and Neolithic yielding DNA are practically non-existent. Thus, we need to assess the prehistoric population events differently. In this thesis we used population genetic simulations based on detailed archaeological knowledge to reach a synthesis. We combine knowledge from two different fields of science to reconstruct prehistoric demographic events: population size estimates based on archaeological data with the most probable scenarios of e.g. migration rates acquired from population genetic simulations.

When assessing population size the principal assumption is that the archaeological signal, evidenced by for example summed radiocarbon date distributions, correlates with the population size: the stronger the detected archaeological signal is, the larger the population that left the signal has been. This does not yield absolute values of the population sizes at given times but, instead, estimates the relative population sizes between consecutive time periods.
1.1 Research history

1.1.1 Previous archaeological research on prehistoric population events

The prehistoric population events and settlement history of Finland have been studied by a number of archaeologists *e.g.* Siiriäinen 1981; Meinander 1984; Nuñez 1987, 1997a, 1997b; Huurre 1990, 2001; Lavento 1997, 1998, 2001; Carpelan 1999a-b; Edgren 1999; Halinen 1999a-b, 2005, 2011; Nuñez & Okkonen 1999; Carpelan & Parpola 2001; Mökkönen 2002, 2011; Pesonen 2002, 2005; Takala 2004; Rankama & Kankaanpää 2008; Tallavaara *et al.* 2010. According to these studies cultural influences have reached the area from different source regions in the south, east and north contributing to the composition and structure of people and the culture.

Finland was settled during the Mesolithic by prehistoric hunter-gatherers and is assumed to have been continuously inhabited ever since. The first postglacial pioneers arrived *c.* 11,000 BP (*c.* 8850 cal BC). The earliest human culture in the area is called Suomusjärvi culture, which prevailed until *c.* 5100 cal BC. This distinctive culture was formed when small immigrating population groups, arriving to Finland from various directions, together formed a new culture. The subsistence was based on fishing, hunting and gathering; the manufacture of ceramics was still unknown.

The spread of Typical Comb Ware (TCW) culture into Finland *c.* 4000-3900 cal BC is apparent and brings significant changes both into the quality and quantity of archaeological finds (*e.g.* Vuorinen 1982; Meinander 1984; Carpelan 1999a; Halinen 1999b; Pesonen 2002; Edgren 2007) (Figures 1-2). Whether this implies significant migration or simply a result of cultural continuity has been an enduring question in Finnish archaeology. Nevertheless, the changes in the material culture of the local hunter-gatherers are so remarkable that the possibility of prominent migration cannot be rejected, which we also take into consideration in the empirical part of this work. The climate was at its thermal maximum, which probably contributed positively to the resources available to inhabitation (Tallavaara & Seppä 2012). These conditions would have favoured living conditions and increased the number of people in the area whether the explanation was migration or diffusion.
Figure 1  Typical Comb Wear sherds from settlement sites in Vantaa, South Finland. Photo by István Bolgár, National Board of Antiquities, 2008.

Figure 2  Leaf-shaped flint and slate arrowheads associated with Typical Comb Wear, from settlement sites in Vantaa, South Finland. Photo by István Bolgár, National Board of Antiquities, 2008.
Additionally, the spread of Corded Ware (CW) culture (c. 2800 cal BC) has influenced the repertory of archaeological finds in the country (e.g. Carpelan 1999; Edgren 1999). CW is commonly seen as a result of a notable migration in which the southern and western parts of the country receive new immigrants from the south introducing sedentary farming (Halinen 1999a; Cramp et al. submitted; Halinen et al. submitted). The new material culture also influences the indigenous inhabitants through mutual contacts. In the eastern and northern parts of the country the archaeological picture remains the same, however, the inhabitants of central and northern parts of Ostrobothnia relate to the newcomers by elevating the level of social organization by building large stone structures, e.g. cairns and so called “giant’s churches” (Halinen 1999a; Okkonen 2003; Costopoulos et al. 2012; Halinen et al. submitted).

According to the archaeological signal, there seems to be a clear decline between the numbers of the settlement sites in inland culture, especially in eastern Finland and the Ancient Saimaa area, when turning from the late Neolithic to the Early Metal Period (Lavento 1997, 2001; Saipio 2008) suggesting a population bottleneck (Lavento 2001). The Early Metal Period dwelling sites are usually smaller and spatially differently distributed than in the previous period. The small number of structures found and the smaller sizes of sites could suggest temporary sites, possibly associated with hunter-gathering population and their seasonal settlement model. Despite the uncertainties in defining what constitutes a dwelling site, the difference between the numbers of Stone Age and Early Metal Period sites appears substantial. The above-mentioned facts may thus reflect a genuine decrease in population size, which, if profound enough, is genetically defined as a bottleneck. The archaeological evidence suggests that this may have been especially notable in eastern Finland between the Late Neolithic and the Early Metal Period (Lavento 2001). However, Lavento does not perform further conclusions or detailed genetic interpretations in his dissertation.

In this work we wanted to combine the information acquired from both archaeological and genetic research, on top of the archaeological work that has been done before. Especially, the thesis concentrates on genetic and archaeological information of population bottlenecks, taking into account the known archaeological details.

1.1.2 Previous genetic research

genotyping in 2000’s etc.) it has become possible to study genetic differences between populations in high resolution. Several of the genetic studies mentioned above show that there are significant differences between the western and eastern parts of Finland. Especially, this concerns the Y chromosome distribution which shows substantial differences between the East and West. Moreover, there is a somewhat reduced genetic diversity in the Y chromosome in Eastern Finland.

When compared to west European populations, Finns are considered a genetic outlier (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994; Lao et al. 2008). Our overall genomic variation slightly but significantly differs from other European populations, for example showing a modest shift towards Asians (Salmela et al. 2008). Moreover, the overall genomic variation is slightly decreased, and linkage disequilibrium (LD) elevated compared to neighbouring populations (See chapter 4.3.5) (Varilo 1999). Uniquely, the population genetics of Finns is distinguished by the special ‘Finnish Disease Heritage’, FDH (Norio et al. 1973; Norio 2003a-c), the enrichment of rare endemic genetic diseases found in Finland. The FDH consists of 36 monogenic genetic diseases or disorders which are more common among ethnic Finns, especially in East and North, than other populations. In contrast, we almost totally lack some of the genetic diseases widespread elsewhere. There is wide agreement among geneticists, that the existence of FDH as well as above mentioned genomic features are most plausibly explained by population bottlenecks (Sajantila et al. 1996; Norio 2003a-c) or enhanced drift, followed by population bottlenecks, during the last 500 years, especially in eastern and northern Finland (Varilo et al. 2000, 2003). The direct genetic consequences of population bottlenecks are well known in theoretical population genetics: decrease in genetic diversity, higher inbreeding level as well as elevated LD see e.g. Jobling et al. 2013). A schematic diagram showing the effects of a bottleneck on genetic diversity is given in Figure 3. Taken all this together, from the genetics point of view it is quite indisputable that a bottleneck or bottlenecks have taken place.

1.1.3 Previous and contemporary multidisciplinary research

Investigating past population histories is a complex task which benefits from the synthesis of different disciplines. In addition to our own project, Argeopop (http://www.helsinki.fi/bioscience/argeopop), a few multidisciplinary projects have been launched. The project EUROEVOL 2010-2014 (http://www.ucl.ac.uk/euroevol) studies the cultural evolution of Neolithic Europe and the role of farming in transforming early European societies, c. 6000-2000 cal BC. The project aims to bring the different sub-fields of cultural evolutionary theory and methods together and create standardised, spatially-referenced datasets (e.g., botanical, faunal, C14 dates, material culture) focusing on broader scale patterns of exchange and influence within western Europe, from the late Mesolithic until the early Bronze Age. Their first major publication deals with regional population collapses in mid-Holocene Europe (Shennan et al. 2013).
Another interesting multidisciplinary endeavour is the LeCHE Project (Lactase Persistence in the early Cultural history of Europe), which studies the trait of Lactase Persistence and how this genetic trait appeared and spread in Europe. The project connects archaeologists, zoo-archaeologists, and researchers of genetics and proteomics as well as stable isotopes (https://sites.google.com/a/palaeome.org/leche/). The project has, for example, published an article on the evolution of lactase persistence in Europe based on a synthesis of archaeological and genetic evidence (Leonardi et al. 2012).

In Finland linguistic and archaeological research together has been used to describe the earliest contacts and formation of the Uralic and Indo-European language families (Carpelan & Parpola 2001; Parpola 2012). Moreover, a new project, BEDLAN (Biological Evolution and Diversification of Languages), combines biological theories and methods for studying language data and uses Uralic languages and Finnish dialects as study objects, contrasting that to e.g. paleoclimatic changes. However, projects combining archaeology with genetics have not been undertaken before.

1.2 Genetic marker systems used in this study

The human genome, containing all the genetic information of an individual, is stored within the 23 chromosome pairs. These contain 22 pairs of autosomes and one pair of sex chromosomes (XX in females and XY in males). In addition, mitochondria, energy generating organelles in cells, have their own DNA, mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). Mitochondria and their genomes are maternally transmitted, meaning that the offspring inherit their mitochondria only from the mother. The Y chromosome is present as a single copy only in males (XY) and is passed on from fathers to sons.

Mitochondrial DNA and the Y chromosome both lack recombination and are thus inherited as whole entities; that is to say they are uniparentally inherited and their composition alters only via mutations. Thus, they enable the study of historic and prehistoric maternal and paternal lineages.

1.3 Basics of human population genetics

Population genetics studies the genetic variation and the evolutionary forces in populations. Human population genetics examines these processes in our own genus Homo, most often focusing to extant human populations.

Population genetic analyses are based on allele frequencies (glossary in Appendix 1). The main factors causing changes in allele frequencies are genetic drift, mutation, migration and selection, explained below. This work concentrates on genetic drift, mutation and migration.
Genetic drift

Genetic drift is defined as random fluctuation of allele frequencies in population due to the different contribution of individuals to the next generation of a population. Drift is the main process behind population differentiation and generally spoken leads to loss of genetic diversity. Population bottlenecks and founder effects are special occurrences of genetic drift.

A population bottleneck is an event in which a considerable part of the population is prevented from reproduction. The population undergoes a considerable decrease in size (or the number of reproducing individuals), which may happen as a sudden incident or over a longer time period. Only the survivors will pass their genes on to the next generations, which leads to a reduction of genetic diversity compared to the situation which prevailed before the bottleneck. The longer and more severe the bottleneck is, the more genetic diversity is lost. A founder effect occurs when a small number of individuals from a larger base population colonize a new site and no significant gene flow occurs thereafter between these two. The genetic consequences are very similar to a bottleneck.

Mutation

Mutation is a process which changes DNA sequence. Mutations create genetic variation and result in permanent differences between the ancestral and descendant copies of DNA. Even deleterious recessive mutations may remain in populations, especially if there is strong genetic drift; a textbook example of such a process is The Finnish Disease Heritage.

Migration

Migration is a process in which populations and individuals move from one occupied area to another, whereas in colonization the movement occurs to previously unoccupied land. The overall outcome is homogenization of allele frequencies in the populations, but if the populations are small, drift overrides these effects. Migration can change allele frequencies in both the departure and the arrival areas.

Selection

Natural selection refers to the different contribution of different alleles to the next generation. The contribution depends on the allele effects on the survival and reproductive potential of the individuals that carry them. Selection can occur at any life stage between individual’s fertilization and generating one’s own fertile offspring. As a consequence, alleles favoured by selection are increased in population, whereas harmful alleles are in principle eliminated. Again, drift may run over the effects of selection in small populations.
1.4 Aims of the dissertation

The aim of this dissertation was to find proof and to evaluate the narrowness of prehistoric population bottleneck(s) in Finland. These include:

1. Find out most probable population histories in Finland by performing population genetic simulations with archaeologically justified development of population size (including bottlenecks etc.) and compare the results with the present day genetic diversity to evaluate between alternative models (I, III)
2. Carry out Bayesian spatial analyses to distinguish population size fluctuations in space and time (II, IV)
3. Perform analyses of the new Stone Artefact Database to evaluate whether it produces supporting evidence for a Neolithic population bottleneck (IV).
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Population genetic simulations (I, III, IV)

Current genetic diversity provides only indirect evidence about the demographic events of past populations. Instead, population genetic simulation tools can be used to study the effects of population demography on genetic diversity over thousands of years. Simulations are a useful tool in studying population processes unreachable by other means.

2.1.1 Simulation tool

Population genetic simulations can be divided into two categories. Coalescent simulations simulate the population backward in time into the coalescent, that is, the most recent common ancestor from present genetic variation. This is usually implemented in the form of Approximate Bayesian Computing (ABC) (Beaumont 2002; Ray & Excoffier 2009).

With forward simulations one creates virtual populations which are then simulated through generations. The simulated populations are sampled and analyzed and the results compared with real data from present day genetic diversity. SimuPOP (Peng & Kimmel 2005), a forward time population genetics simulation environment, was used in this study. We chose simuPOP as it is the most versatile forward time population simulator at the moment and it allows continuous development of the simulation model. SimuPOP consists of a number of components from which users assemble a suitable simulator. These components are operated through Python script files. The simulations were run in the Murska supercomputer of the Finnish IT Center for Science (CSC).

2.1.2 Simulation components

We have performed two population genetic simulations moving forward in time (Publications I and III) to evaluate possible past demographic events in prehistoric Finland. The simulations started with small pioneer populations, migration from neighbouring populations as well as population bottlenecks were added according to the archaeological signal and finally the population grew exponentially, which we know from historical sources (detailed explanations in chapter 2.1.3). Our first simulation model (I) is further developed in the refined simulation model (III).

Both simulations have similar underlying components:

- The simulation moves forward in ten-year-steps
- Both mtDNA and Y chromosomes are simulated including mutations
The simulated population is age-structured, that is to say generations overlap
Reproductive ages are set at 20-60 years for males and 20-40 years for females
The maximum lifespan is 60 years
The natural mortality rate is 15% per ten years
The mating of individuals as well as the selection of those individuals who die is based on random sampling
Each mating produces 1 to N offspring according to Poisson distribution. Offspring is produced for each pair until it, together with the surviving part of the population, reaches the population size at the next simulation step
The initial population size is set to grow exponentially up until approx. 5750 BP, after which the population begins to gradually decline over 1600 years towards the bottleneck
The models include two archaeologically justified bottlenecks, first at 4100-3800 BP and a second, less severe at 1500-1300 BP.
Each simulation scenario is run 1000 times to obtain enough replicates for evaluation of random variation to the result

The overall model is depicted in Figures 3-4. Differences between the components of the simulations in publications I and III:

Publication I

- Timespan simulated 9000 years
- 15 separate simulation scenarios (Table 1 in chapter 2.1.4 and Publication I)
- Immigration involved in the appearance of TCW and CW, extensive (20% / 9%) and smaller (5% / 2%)
- Constant gene flow from neighbouring metapopulations: archaic European, archaic Scandinavian and Saami
- Two bottlenecks: the first one with three severities, population census sizes 5000, 1000 and 200, the second with 10,000 individuals.

Publication III

- Timespan simulated 11,000 years
- 24 separate simulation scenarios (Table 2 in chapter 2.1.4 and Pubication III)
- Immigration involved in the appearance of TCW and CW: moderate (8% / 3%) and small (2% / 0.8%)
- Constant gene flow from neighbouring metapopulations: archaic European, archaic Scandinavian and Saami, reduced to 1/10 compared with the previous simulation
- Two bottlenecks: the first one with two severities, population census sizes 1000 and 200, the second with 10,000 individuals
- Fluctuating start (serial founder effect) vs. stable start
- Finland divided into geographic sub-populations, migration specific division
• Internal gender-specific migration: the migration rate of females is ten times more frequent than that of males.

2.1.3 Simulation layout

Chapter 2.1.3 is based on the refined model (Publication III). The simulations begin at 11,000 BP when the first postglacial pioneers settled the country. The population growth is simulated according to the strength of the archaeological signal (Tallavaara et al. 2010). We employ two archaeologically justified bottlenecks: one at 4100-3800 BP and another at 1500-1300 BP. The second, Iron Age bottleneck, has been less severe. The simuPOP package accepts absolute BP years only. Therefore we use BP as the unit of time in all the simulations, contrary to the other datings in this research.

Figure 3  The general demographic model of Finnish population based on archeology, used in our simulations. The width of the cone represents the relative population size (not to scale) at the time before present (BP) depicted on the y axis. The coloured circles depict genetic variants and show what happens when they travel through bottlenecks: only a few variants make it through leaving the final population with reduced diversity.
The simulation starts with a small initial pioneer population of 250 females and 250 males that is divided into two subpopulations: Saami and Other Finland, referring to the North-eastern (NE) subpopulation and the South-western (SW) subpopulation, respectively. This is run for 2000 years with realistic life expectancy, birth and death rates and transmission or genes, to create two natural, highly interrelated small founder populations. We employed two different scenarios for this initial phase: stable starting populations versus a fluctuating start, reminiscent of serial founder effects. In the stable starting population models, the population size remains constant at 500 individuals (Saami 250, Other Finland 250), whereas in the serial founder effect models, the population fluctuates between 240-630 (Saami 120-315, Other Finland 120-315, respectively). Both subpopulations have the same size change rate, with population minima reached c. every 200 years. With Saami, here, we refer specifically to genetic Saami whose origins remain partially open.

The total population size is set to grow exponentially from 9000 BP onward until the first bottleneck occurs. Immediately after 7000 BP, and at a size of 15,000 individuals, the Other Finland subpopulation is divided into two: the SW subpopulation and the NE subpopulation. The respective sizes for these subpopulations are 5000 and 10,000. This split event is necessary to later enable internal migration and targeted migration from neighbouring background populations. In simulation scenarios with internal female-specific migration, the SW, NE and Saami populations are allowed to exchange female individuals, but SW and Saami subpopulations never directly exchange male individuals since these subpopulations are geographically too distant from each other.

**Figure 4** A simplified demographic model used in simulations. The width of the cone represents the relative population size (not to scale) at the time before present (BP) depicted on the x axis. The dashed line depicts the different bottleneck sizes at the first bottleneck whereas the second bottleneck size remains the same in all simulation scenarios.
Each individual carries a mitochondrial genome and males also a Y chromosome. These genomes are affected by similar evolutionary forces as natural chromosomes. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is maternally transmitted and simulated as a 631 bp DNA sequence, corresponding to HVS-I and HVS-II of the mtDNA control region. Hypervariable segments (HVS) of mtDNA are the segments that typically are sequenced when mtDNA lineages are studied. Any nucleotide at any position can mutate creating new variation. The mutation rates used in the simulations are based on values published in Heyer et al. 1997, 2001; Kayser & Sajantila 2001 and Sigurdardottir et al. 2000. In order to make the model even more realistic, the chromosomes were initialized with actual Finnish genetic data including distinct mutations (Hedman et al. 2007).

The genetic effects were measured with two basic indicators of genetic diversity: the number of haplotypes (A) and haplotype diversity (\(\hat{H}\)) in a sample. The first is simply a direct count of different haplotypes (differing in at least one nucleotide position or microsatellite locus in mtDNA and Y chromosomes, respectively). \(\hat{H}\) (Nei 1987) is based on population haplotype frequencies and measures the probability of observing two different haplotypes when sampling two random chromosomes or, as in this case, haploid individuals, from a population. Haplotype diversity is calculated with the formula \(\hat{H} = n(1-\sum x_i^2)/n(n-1)\) where \(N\) is the number of individuals and \(x_i\) the haplotype frequency of the \(i^{th}\) haplotype. When \(\hat{H}\) is low it is likely that two randomly drawn chromosomes are identical, and vice versa.

We formed three background populations to model external migration waves and minor gene flow into Finnish subpopulations: Archaic European, Archaic Scandinavian and Saami. We selected actual ancient mtDNA haplotypes to form the archaic European and Scandinavian background populations in the simulation (Haak et al. 2005; Rudbeck et al. 2005; Melchior et al. 2007, 2008; Bramanti et al. 2009; Malmström et al. 2009; Skoglund et al. 2012). In the absence of ancient Saami DNA, both the Saami background and subpopulations were initialized with an approximation of present day Saami haplotype composition. Technically, each background population evolves separately for 12,000 years and a snapshot is saved every 2000 years. The snapshot populations are then used as source pools for immigration in the bottleneck simulations. The Archaic European background population includes 50,000 individuals, the Archaic Scandinavian 25,000 individuals and the Background Saami 5000 individuals. The sizes here are suggestive as we merely wish to evaluate if gene flow from other populations would have dramatic effects on the variation of Finnish subpopulations.

We include two migration waves from neighbouring populations, the TCW migration wave at around 6000 BP and the CW migration wave at around 5200 BP. The newest research however suggests that CW migration might actually have taken place later, c. 4800 BP (Halinen et al. submitted). Due to coherence, we use the older age estimate in both our population genetic simulations to enable direct comparisons between the results.
Two sizes of migration waves were tested (Table 2, scenarios E1-L2): moderate and small. In the moderate migration waves, the Typical Comb Ware migration wave replaces c. 8% of the north-eastern subpopulation with Archaic European and the Corded Ware migration wave replaces c. 3% of the south-western subpopulation with Archaic European. With smaller migration waves the percentages are divided by four, i.e. approx. 2% and 0.8%, respectively. The migration rates were chosen based on our previous work (Publication I). In our previous study (I) we used higher gene flow rates and came to the conclusion that lower gene flow rates should be explored since the high rates forced the simulated populations’ diversity to the background populations’ which is not true even for the current Finnish population. When we started our population genetic simulations (I), there were no numerical estimates or references to migration or gene flow rates to prehistoric Finland. At that time, we had to base our rates on the prior knowledge we had on the population peak, followed by a decline, and enhanced with the best academic guess (see discussion, chapter 4.3).

In addition to the above-mentioned specific migration waves, moderate constant gene flow replaces 0.01% of the population with Archaic European every 10 years during the entire simulation. Additionally, 0.005% of the Saami and north-eastern subpopulation is replaced with Background Saami gene flow every 10 years and after 3500 BP 0.05% of the south-western subpopulation is replaced with Archaic Scandinavian every 10 years. Lower constant gene flow is one tenth of the above rates, i.e. 0.001%, 0.0005% and 0.005%, respectively (Table 2, scenarios E1-L2).

Total population is set to reach a maximum of 25,000 individuals shortly before 5750 BP, to correspond to the known Stone Age population peak (Tallavaara et al. 2010). The exponential growth slows down before this and the population size remains approximately the same for a brief period after this time point. After 5750 BP the population gradually begins to decline, which continues over 1600 years towards the Stone Age bottleneck. After the bottleneck the population slowly recovers, followed by a less severe second bottleneck at 1500-1300 BP. During the last 1300 years the population size is set to grow to 1,000,000 individuals, the final population size of the simulations. The current census of Finland is 5.4 million inhabitants, but it was not considered necessary to simulate the final population up to this size as the exponential growth preserves the variation present at the time when the exponential growth began. Also, at the time when this research was begun, it was not technically efficient to simulate populations including millions of individuals. Besides, the census size of Finland has reached one million as late as in the 1820s. Genetically this is a very short time for any mutations to occur in mtDNA and Y-chromosomes.
2.1.4 Simulation scenarios

We carried out 15 different simulation scenarios in our first publication (I) (Table 1) and 24 scenarios in the refined simulation publication (III) (Table 2).

Table 1  The simulation scenarios (A-O) used in publication I. The converting simulation parameters are bottleneck size at 4100-3800 BP, migration waves from Typical Comb Ware (TCW) and Corded Ware (CW) as well as constant gene flow from neighbouring populations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Bottleneck size at 4100-3800 BP</th>
<th>Migration waves (TCW and CW)</th>
<th>Constant gene flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>extensive</td>
<td>extensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>extensive</td>
<td>extensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>extensive</td>
<td>extensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>extensive</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>extensive</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>extensive</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>extensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>extensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>extensive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2  The simulation scenarios (A1-L2) used in publication III. The converting simulation parameters are population size first 2000 years, bottleneck census size at 4100-3800 BP, internal migration between subpopulations, migration waves from Typical Comb Ware (TCW) and Corded Ware (CW) as well as constant gene flow from neighbouring populations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Population size first 2000 years</th>
<th>Bottleneck census size at 4100-3800 BP</th>
<th>Internal migration between subpopulations</th>
<th>Migration waves (TCW and CW)</th>
<th>Constant gene flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>small moderate</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>small moderate</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>moderate small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>moderate small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>moderate small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>moderate small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K1</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>moderate small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>moderate small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>moderate small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>moderate small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Spatial analyses (II, IV)

Spatial analyses refer to a set of techniques for analyzing spatial data. Spatial data may derive from diverse fields, from epidemiological registers to species distribution in ecology, or as in here, archaeological dataset including GIS-related coordinates. The techniques can include different analytical approaches, from random fields to spatial regression and Bayesian hierarchical models. Here we used Bayesian methods for assessing spatial distributions of archaeological artefacts in Finland in different time periods to see how human occupation has altered in time and space.
2.2.1 Bayesian spatial analysis

In Bayesian statistics the evidence about the true state of the world is expressed in terms of degrees of belief, Bayesian probabilities. Bayesian inference is a process of learning from data. A special feature of Bayesian way of thinking is taking into account the knowledge we have available before observing the data: the prior information (in the form of prior probability). The results obtained after observing the data and performing the analysis is called posterior information. The words “prior” and “posterior” are relative to the data under consideration. This can be summed as “Today’s posterior is tomorrow’s prior.” The use of prior information is very natural especially in archaeology – prior information often already exists or is to be found in new research and excavations.

The analyses were carried out within the framework of the Besag-York-Mollie (BYM) spatial model, based on the Bayesian hierarchical methodology for small area analysis (Besag et al. 1991). In the model the presence of archaeological find(s) in a cell results in a spatial signal in the cell and, additionally, assumes similarity of neighbouring regions. The BYM model, originally conceived as an application in image analysis has been developed into a tool for disease mapping (BYM 1991). Its use in archaeology is a novelty. Since the model easily allows for utilizing different types of data, the BYM-model fits the general context of this study well; the presence or lack of an archaeological find in a cell results correspondingly in a spatial signal in the cell (Figures 13a-c).

Finland and ceded Karelia were first divided into a grid of 10km to 10km square cells, resulting in a total of 3997 cells. Each cell was given an integer value zero if there were no Mesolithic or Neolithic stone artefacts in this cell and one if there were one or more archaeological finds. The model assumes that neighboring cells are more alike than cells located farther away. Finally, posterior means for the probability of making at least one find in a cell were plotted on a map of Finland and ceded Karelia. Besides showing highlighted areas of prehistoric occupation – or one might say – of human activity in the area, the sequence of visualizations from different time intervals outlines patterns for the overall temporal development of the settlement history.

2.2.2 Computational approaches

Previously we have used the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach as the computational method of estimating posterior probability distributions in the Bayesian spatial analyses (II). More recently, it has been suggested that posterior distributions can be approximated efficiently using Integrated Nested Laplace Approximations (INLA) (Simpson et al. 2011). The method was applied by using specialized software (R-INLA). As part of the methodical development (Figure 19), we compared R-INLA and MCMC methods (Kammonen et al. 2013). The INLA approach proved computationally Faster and less memory consuming. Thus, we decided to apply it in our following publication (IV).
2.3 Data sets for spatial analyses (II, III, IV)

Typologically dated archaeological finds, with or without radiocarbon (\(^{14}\)C) datings, can be used as proxies for ancient human activity and occupation. Radiocarbon dates of course gives more accurate information of the period when artefacts and features were deposited.

In publication II we concentrate on the period of 4000-3500 cal BC, as it represents the most prominent era of the TCW ceramics in the prehistory of Finland. Additionally, the population reached a peak at that time (Tallavaara et al. 2010). We used three types of data falling into the time period of 4000-3500 cal BC associated with Typical Comb Ware (TCW): 1) 187 radiocarbon datings, 2) 676 sites with TCW ceramics and 3) 347 finds of leaf-shaped arrowheads. The latter two classes are typologically dated to the same period. Several datings, ceramics and arrowheads derive from the same find context, yielding 728 separate locations in total. The radiocarbon datings used in this study belong to the database which has been collected and augmented by the Laboratory of Chronology (Finnish Museum of Natural History, University of Helsinki). The dataset has been extended to cover the other published archaeological radiocarbon dates from eastern Fennoscandian territory measured elsewhere. In addition, the data contains also those unpublished dates that have been kindly released for our use by the Laboratory of Chronology customers (Oinonen et al. 2010).

2.4 Stone Artefact Database (IV)

In publication IV we inventory the new Stone Artefact Database (SAD) for further analysis of assumed Neolithic demographic patterns. SAD is a major subset of the Ancient Monuments Register (AMR), in which Finland’s archaeological heritage is documented. AMR is maintained by the National Board of Antiquities, and includes up to two million artefacts altogether. The database is being updated by the Argeopop project (http://www.helsinki.fi/bioscience/argeopop/).

In total, we utilize 7506 typologically defined stone artefacts in the database divided into 160 distinct artefact types. This is the first time the Stone Artefact Database has been data mined and disclosed to large extent including thousands of objects belonging to several Mesolithic and Neolithic time periods. Previously it has been used to study singular artefacts and artefact types exclusively.

We categorized single artefacts into artefact types characteristic to the time periods: M1= Pioneering Stage (8850-8000 BC), M2= Ancylus Mesolithic (8000-6800 BC), M3= Litorina Mesolithic (6800-5100 BC), N1= Early Neolithic (5100-4000 BC), N2= Middle Neolithic (4000-2800 BC) and N3= Late Neolithic (2800-1900/1800 BC). Next, the numbers of artefacts were calculated and spatial analyses performed to find out temporal differences in the intensity of the archaeological signal.
3 RESULTS

3.1 Population genetic simulations (I, III)

3.1.1 Publication I: Effects of population bottlenecks on genetic diversity

Our simulations show that a severe prehistoric bottleneck can affect current genetic diversity even today after thousands of years and even in the presence of moderate immigration from other populations (Figure 6 in Publication I, Figure 4 in Publication III). The difference of the effect of bottleneck narrowness is visualized in Figure 5. Especially the most severe bottleneck (simulation model C, bottleneck size 200 individuals) drastically reduces genetic diversity. This is, obviously, in compliance with population genetic principles. The effects of migration, overlaid on the bottleneck models, can be seen by comparing Figure 5 to Figures 6 and 7 (note the different scale in Y axis).
Figure 5  The mtDNA haplotype diversity in the final population with scenarios A-C with 1000 simulation replicates, each with a sample of 832 individuals. The number of individuals in a sample corresponds to the sample size in Palo et al. 2009 enabling direct comparison between the simulations and the real world. The first bottleneck minimum is 5000 (A), 1000 (B) and 200 (C) individuals, respectively. There are neither migration waves nor continuous gene flow to the population, that is, the population is completely isolated. Also note the greater variance of $\hat{H}$ with the most severe bottleneck scenario (C). The simulation result datasets were visualized with IBM SPSS’s PASW Statistics 18, boxplot utility (SPSS Inc. 2009). The boxes contain 50% of the observed values. The vertical lines that end in a horizontal stroke, whiskers, give information about the spread of the data: approximately 95% of the data lie between the inner fences. The stroke in the middle implies the median of the observations.

Figure 6  The mtDNA haplotype diversity in the final population with scenarios J-L with 1000 simulation replicates, each with a sample of 832 individuals. The first bottleneck minimum is 5000 (J), 1000 (K) and 200 (L) individuals, respectively. Migration waves are extensive and constant gene flow is small.
Figure 7  The mtDNA haplotype diversity in the final population with scenarios G-I with 1000 simulation replicates, each with a sample of 832 individuals. The first bottleneck minimum is 5000 (G), 1000 (H) and 200 (I) individuals, respectively. Both migration waves and constant gene flow are extensive. When the gene flow is extensive all the bottleneck sizes produce similar genetic diversity in the final population.

The chronologically later bottleneck (1500-1300 BP, size 10,000 individuals) obviously has a much smaller effect on genetic diversity. The overall development of the number and diversity of mitochondrial and Y-STR over time with models A-C are visualized in Figures 7-10 in Publication I). Somewhat surprisingly, a constant small gene flow seems to be a much more important factor than few larger migration waves. While the migration waves have barely any effect, moderate constant gene flow over millennia can cause clear differences to genetic diversity (I, III). Extensive constant gene flow (simulation models G-I, Figure 7 and M-O, Figure 8) also completely eclipses the effects of bottleneck severity in the mitochondrial data, in other words the simulated populations appear nearly identical in the final generation independent of the first bottleneck size (5000, 1000 and 200 individuals). Also, migration waves have barely any effect if constant gene flow is extensive, at any setting. A comparison of all migration wave and constant gene flow variants with the bottleneck size of 1000 individuals is shown in Figure 9.
Figure 8  The mtDNA haplotype diversity in the final population with scenarios M-O with 1000 simulation replicates, each with a sample of 832 individuals. The first bottleneck minimum is 5000 (M), 1000 (N) and 200 (O) individuals, respectively. Migration waves are small and constant gene flow is extensive. When the gene flow is extensive all the bottleneck sizes produce a similar genetic diversity in the final population (see Figure 7).

Figure 9  The mtDNA haplotype diversity in the final population with scenarios B, E, H, K and N with 1000 simulation replicates, each with a sample of 832 individuals. The first bottleneck minimum is set at 1000 individuals and all migration wave and constant gene flow variants are included (see Figure 4 in Publication 1). Scenarios were the gene flow is extensive produce a genetic diversity closer to the value observed in present day population (horizontal line).
3.1.2 Publication III: Effects of higher female-specific migration rate

Given that the observed mtDNA diversity is higher than Y-specific, it has been postulated that in the past, females have moved more than men, as they do in patrilocal systems. Therefore, we wanted to test the effect of elevated female-specific migration in the simulation context. Overall, it brings the simulated mitochondrial genetic diversity on the subpopulation level closer to the observed contemporary genetic diversity in Finland (Figure 10), while keeping the Y chromosomal variation at the lower level.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10** Mitochondrial haplotype diversity ($\tilde{H}$) in the final population (0 BP) with higher migration rates for females (scenarios B1, D1, F1, H1, J1 and L1). The bottleneck size was 1000 individuals. All migration and gene flow variations are included (see Chapter 2.1.4, Table 2).

Second, our results indicate that simulation models beginning with serial founder effects reduce genetic diversity at the first checkpoint after the initial phase, as it should (Figure 4 in Publication III).

Finally, the simulation scenarios with moderate constant gene flow produce Y-chromosomal diversity measures similar to those observed in present-day Finnish population (Figures 11 and 12 below).
**Figure 11**  Y-STR haplotype diversity ($H$) in final population (0 BP) in samples of 907 individuals per scenario. The horizontal reference line represents the value observed in the present (Palo et al. 2009). The details of simulation scenarios A1-L2 are explained in Table 2, chapter 2.1.4.

**Figure 12**  Number of Y-STR haplotypes (A) in final population (0 BP) in samples of 907 individuals from each of 1000 replicates per scenario. The reference line represents the value observed at the present (Palo et al. 2009). Scenarios E1-H2 shows exactly the same number of haplotypes as observed today in Palo et al. 2009. The advanced simulation model (Publication III) brings the differences in Y chromosomal diversity clearly visible.
3.2 Spatial distribution of archaeological finds and their relevance in the evaluation of population changes (II, IV)

The first set of the maps (Figures 13a-c, Publication II) concern the time periods of 4000-3500 cal BC, the time of the population peak. Mostly they comply with pre-existing archaeological understanding. Geographically, most of the radiocarbon datings are concentrated in southwestern coastal areas and in the Saimaa Lake district, as well as the Kemi region in the North (Figure 13a). Additionally, the TCW finds and leaf-shaped arrowhead finds (Figures 13b and 13c) show a clear signal in the Kainuu region in the East. Concerning the TCW ceramics, the posterior distribution (Figure 13b) can be interpreted to correspond with the diffusion of the ceramics from the South-East, where the origins of this type are found in the Valdai region and along the upper reaches of River Volga in Russia (e.g. Carpelan 1999). This comb- and pit-decorated ceramics style along with many new material and cultural manifestations eventually spread as far as the Arctic Circle. However, it did not reach northern Lapland where the geographical distribution of radiocarbon dates may be indicative of an indigenous population in the area (Figure 13a). Leaf-shaped arrowheads also highlight the southern coastal areas and the Saimaa Lake district (Figure 13c).
Figure 13  Posterior density (green-yellow-red color scale) of a) radiocarbon dates (N=187), b) Typical Combed Ware (TCW) ceramics (N=676) and c) leaf-shaped arrowheads (N=347) from the time period of 4000-3500 cal BC. Actual find locations are represented by black diamonds. The shoreline of the central lakes area corresponds to that of c. 4000 cal BC estimated by Jouko Vanne / Geological Survey of Finland (GTK), whereas the shoreline of the Baltic Sea corresponds to that of 3500 cal BC estimated by Johan Daniels / Geological Survey of Sweden (SGU).
To find out whether our spatial model is biased by the size of areal units we also ran a test with a larger grid cell size, 20km x 20km, which increases the area of each cell by fourfold. The loss of detailed resolution is inevitable (see Figure 7 in Publication II). Despite the roughness entailed by the larger grid cells, the overall results remain the same reinforcing our assumption that our model is not biased by the size of the areal units (see Publication II for details).

**3.3 Analyses of stone artefacts (IV)**

**3.3.1 Quantitative analysis of the Stone Artefact Database**

Altogether the Stone Artefact Database consists of 7506 stone artefacts divided into 160 distinct artefact types. The artefacts in the Database currently lack precise dating (other than being associated with the Stone Age). Therefore we had to manually determine a time period for each of the stone artefact type.

First, we categorized the artefacts to six time periods: Early, Middle and Late Mesolithic (M1, M2, M3) as well as Early, Middle and Late Neolithic (N1, N2, N3) according to the archaeological knowledge of the artefacts’ typology. We then calculated two summary statistics: *i*) the absolute number of stone artefacts falling to each time period and *ii*) the number of different artefact types associated with each time period.

The counts of the stone artefacts and stone artefact types through the Mesolithic and Neolithic periods are depicted in Figures 14 and 15. The numbers of stone artefacts and stone artefact types show clear differences when turning from the Middle Neolithic (N2) to the Late Neolithic (N3). There is a distinct peak in the number of stone artefacts from N2 period followed by a clear reduction to the N3 period (Figure 14). Furthermore, there is an apparent rise in the number of stone artefact types from N1 until the beginning of the N3 period (Figure 15). Interestingly, the decline in the artefact numbers is greater than the decline in the artefact types. This is intuitively logical as new innovative types should persist in case of a population continuation.
Figure 14  The number of stone artefacts found in Mesolithic and Neolithic archaeological contexts. The proportions of typologically long-lasting artefacts are depicted by the lighter shade of colour in the columns.

Figure 15  The number of stone artefact types found in Mesolithic and Neolithic archaeological contexts. The proportions of typologically long-lasting artefacts types are depicted by the lighter shade of colour in the columns.
We next performed Bayesian spatial analysis of the artefacts in order to get an overall picture of the distribution of the artefacts in the area of Finland. Here, we concentrate only on Neolithic artefacts, as this is closer to the assumed bottleneck period and secondly, the Mesolithic data was too sparse to show any differences in the spatial analyses.

A total of 5237 out of 5528 Neolithic artefacts had location information (longitude and latitude) associated with them and thus could be utilized for the spatial analyses. There are a number of artefacts that cannot be explicitly categorized as belonging to a specific Mesolithic or Neolithic sub period. These typologically more long-lasting artefacts associated with multiple time periods were divided to the three Mesolithic and Neolithic periods in proportion to the total number of stone artefacts known to belong to each time period in question.

3.3.2 The spatial distribution of stone artefacts

The spatial distributions of stone artefacts are visualized in Figures 16-18. The map of the N2 period (Figure 17) shows the densest distribution of artefacts across Finland. There is an apparent change when turning from the N2 period to the N3 period (Figure 18). The south-western coastal area shows higher artefact intensity than the two earlier periods. In contrast, the intensity lowers in many northern, eastern and inland areas.

Besides showing highlighted areas of plausible prehistoric occupation, the sequence of visualizations outline patterns for the overall temporal development of the settlement history. There is an overall rise in posterior probabilities across the area of Finland when moving from N1 period to N2 period. Moreover, the posterior probabilities decrease in specific areas in eastern Finland when proceeding from N2 period to the later N3 period.
Figure 16 Intensity (posterior density) of stone artefacts from the Early Neolithic (N1-period). The shoreline of the Baltic Sea corresponds to that of 4000 cal BC estimated by Johan Daniels/Geological Survey of Sweden, SGU.

Figure 17 Intensity (posterior density) of stone artefacts from the Middle Neolithic (N2-period). The shoreline of the Baltic Sea corresponds to that of 3500 cal BC estimated by Johan Daniels/Geological Survey of Sweden, SGU.
Figure 18  Intensity (posterior density) of stone artefacts from the Late Neolithic (N3-period). The shoreline of the Baltic Sea corresponds to that of 2500 cal BC estimated by Johan Daniels/Geological Survey of Sweden, SGU.
4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Summary of the results (I, II, III, IV)

4.1.1 Simulations

The prehistoric Finnish population has not been previously simulated to this extent. Our first simulation necessarily used a simplified layout where Finland was simulated as a whole unit and no internal migration was yet included. After three years of gradually building and improving the layout and adding attributes such as internal female-specific migration and targeted migration from neighbouring populations, the simulation environment is now capable of simulating more complicated and refined settings.

Our simulations indicate that:
- The constant small gene flow seems to be a much more important factor than few larger migration waves. While the migration waves have barely any effect, moderate constant gene flow can cause great differences to genetic diversity
- Interestingly, the simulation scenarios with a moderate constant migration from neighbouring populations produce genetic diversity measures similar to those observed in present day Finnish population. Consistently, the scenarios without migration induce considerable deviation from these measures
- The first, tight Neolithic bottleneck substantially reduces genetic diversity, which according to our simulations could be detected even today
- Higher female-specific migration brings the simulated mitochondrial genetic diversity closer to the observed contemporary genetic diversity in Finland

When we started our population genetic simulations (I), there were no numerical estimates or references to migration rates, let alone, to gene flow rates to prehistoric Finland. We had to start with some values to narrow down the likely amount of gene flow into the country. We tested different possible migration and gene flow rates to find out the levels that would actualize the contemporary genetic diversity in Finland. In addition, we refined our simulation parameters after noticing for example that the mildest bottleneck used in our first simulation (I), 5000 individuals, was too mild and did not produce genetic diversity measures close to the contemporary Finnish values. We ran the next simulations (III) with the bottleneck sizes better suited to produce the observed values of today.

The number of possible simulation settings is almost limitless. Our choice simulations scenarios were based on archaeological (Lavento 1997, 2001; Saipio 2008; Tallavaara et al. 2010) and genetic (Sajantila et al. 1996) data. In other words the archaeological signal indicating the prehistoric population size changes – as well as the genetically justified population bottlenecks - are used in the simulations as prior information. We decided to
choose the scenarios which can be argued for using current scientific knowledge. Naturally, archaeological and genetic research continuously produces new data that can be used in our future work.

Simulations are a useful tool in studying population processes unreachable by other means. Nevertheless, they can never be an exact replication of the complex reality, but instead, help us to reject the most infeasible models. It must be noted that the similarities between the modelled and observed diversities do not directly prove causality. One of the principal benefits of simulation models is that you can begin with a simple approximation of a process and gradually refine the model as your understanding of the process improves.

4.1.2 Spatial analyses and stone artefacts

This study applies a Bayesian statistical model (BYM) to build spatial distributions of various archaeological datasets in Finland. The model is based on image analysis (Besag 1986) and assumes similarity of neighbouring areas in geospatial applications. Obviously, the model used here is not exhaustive. Major water systems and other geographical formations could not be included in the applied model. These all can be considered as undisputed geographical factors affecting the drift of people and thereby cultural influences. The methodology presented here is one of the first efforts of Bayesian spatial analysis with different types of archaeological data in Finland.

This is the first time the Database including thousands of objects belonging to several Mesolithic and Neolithic time periods has been data mined to large extent. Previously it has exclusively been used to study singular artefacts and artefact types. The analyses of stone artefacts shows evidence for a marked increase in the number of stone artefacts and stone artefact types coincident with the appearance of TCW culture in 4000-3500 cal BC. This population peak period was followed by a distinct weakening in the archaeological signal, clearly seen in our stone artefact analyses. Thus, the stone artefact analyses further contributes to the line of evidence for a Neolithic population bottleneck in Finland. In addition, spatial and temporal analysis of radiocarbon dates implies a similar decline in the archaeological signal and consequently population size after the peak period (Oinonen et al. 2010; Tallavaara et al. 2010; Onkamo et al. 2012).

4.2 Development of the approach used in this thesis

We have performed two forward-time population genetic simulations (Publications I, III). Our first simulation model (I) was further developed into the refined simulation model (III). The refined model has several improved components which enabled us to build a model of putative prehistoric population events in Finland. Concurrently, we performed Bayesian spatial and temporal analysis of radiocarbon dated archaeological artefacts,
which provided more evidence in support of prehistoric population bottlenecks (Publication II; Pesonen et al. 2011; Onkamo et al. 2012). This evidence was then integrated into a refined version of the simulations (Publication III). In addition, as part of the methodical development, we also compared R-INLA and MCMC methods (Kammonen et al. 2013). The INLA approach proved computationally faster and less memory consuming. Thus, we decided to apply it in our following publication (IV). Here the thesis presents the current developmental state of these approaches and their mutual interactions (Figure 19) including new archaeological data from the Stone Artefact Database.

The sequence of our approach is following: Our first simulation publication (I) was followed by a second, refined model (III). The spatio-temporal publication (II) rationalizes the archaeologically justified population peak used as prior information in the simulations. Finally, the new Stone Artefact analyses (IV) add another dimension to the chain of proof for prehistoric population bottleneck(s) in Finland.

**Figure 19** A flowchart depicting interactions between the stages of our present and previous work, showing the overall methodological development. The dashed lines in the chart refer to possible directions in our forthcoming research.
4.3 Future prospects

4.3.1 Incorporating geographical data

In the future, the analyses could be expanded to span multiple time periods and utilize recently updated archaeological records. It is possible to incorporate for example geographical data into the simulations and spatial analyses and study possible reasons as well as directions of the spread of human activity and cultural influences across time and space. Especially the addition of a temporal dimension into the analyses would be useful. Furthermore, the inclusion of large waterways, lakes and rivers and the evaluation of their importance as means of transportation would be interesting. Also notable eskers, which traditionally have been considered as barriers for mobility should, rather, be considered as easing the movements of populations and perhaps be added to the model.

4.3.2 Stone artefact analyses

Currently the artefacts in the Stone Artifact Database lack precise dating (other than being associated with the Stone Age). Therefore when working on our publication IV, we had to manually go through all the different typological stone artefact groups and determine a time period for each of them. At the moment, the Stone Artefact Database is being updated by our project Argeopop. In the future, the refinements made in the database will enable more accurate temporal analyses. The data will be also made publicly available.

4.3.3 Simulation of autosomal markers

In this thesis, we concentrated on mitochondrial DNA and Y chromosomal microsatellites which are transmitted maternally and paternally as whole haplotypes without recombination. In principle, simulation of autosomal data is also possible, as the process of recombination is implemented in simuPOP, but we did not yet proceed to that due to the lack of both human and computational resources. Simulation of autosomal markers would be a valuable supplement that should be done in the future. Particularly, simulating the specific Finnish Disease Heritage would be highly interesting.

Our simulation runs notably slowed down with the 631 bp mitochondrial DNA segment and 16 Y chromosomal microsatellites when the population size was growing towards the higher population size. Thus, adding a number of autosomal markers would have been impractical at this stage. The simulations were run in the Murska supercomputer of the Finnish IT Center for Science (CSC). It is clear that additional autosomal markers would have increased the memory use and slowed down the simulation even further, resulting in a higher simulation failure rate. Recently Kammonen (2013) has suggested memory
improvements in the simuPOP workflow, which are also likely to reduce the computational load of simulations, thereby facilitating autosomal simulations in the future.

4.3.4 The coalescent approach

Coalescent based simulators have the advantage of being computationally more efficient than forward time simulators. Nevertheless, the constraints of the coalescent sometimes make it more difficult to model complex evolutionary phenomena (Heled et al. 2013), especially gene flow and migration. For example mutations are usually applied separately to the entire simulated genealogy (Excoffier 2000). Another challenge yet to be solved is the modelling of mitochondrial DNA and Y-STR microsatellites with the selected coalescent simulator. Most coalescent simulators only allow binary (sequence of 0's and 1's) representation of individual genomes for segregating and preserved sites. The coalescent simulation scheme could be a valuable supplement to the simulation modelling of Finnish prehistory. Still, it is clear that comprehensive experimental design is needed in order to maintain comparability of coalescent simulation results with those of the forward approach. Considering the framework of this study, we had to narrow down the approaches and leave the coalescent simulations for the future.

4.3.5 Population genetic measures

New research on natural and sexual selection in a historical Finnish population has been published recently (Courtio et al. 2012). The paper suggests that in historical times, males have had higher variance in reproductive success than females. According to the paper the probability of surviving to reproductive age was lower in males than in females. Moreover, among individuals who survived to reproductive age, the probability of marrying at least once was also lower in men. This could be added to our mating model to evaluate the effect on Y-chromosomal diversity. Nevertheless, it has to be carefully considered whether historical reproduction models can be applied to prehistoric times as such.

Linkage disequilibrium (LD) is a phenomenon in which alleles at different but closely situated loci tend to be co-inherited more often than expected. The amount of LD in a population measures the recombination level of that population. By investigating the amount and division of LD it is possible to make inferences regarding the population size and, possibly, genetic population bottlenecks. However, the dating of the bottlenecks is very difficult. In order to study the amount of LD in a population, autosomes have to be incorporated into the simulations.
The effective population size ($N_e$) depicts the number of individuals in a given generation whose genes contribute to the next generations. Previously, we have compared the actual total population size with theoretical effective population size in publication III. In the future, other ways of counting this population genetic measure will be investigated.

$F_{ST}$ serves as a measure of genetic distance (variation) among subpopulations. The smaller the $F_{ST}$ between the subpopulations is the more similar are the subpopulation. $F_{ST}$ can be estimated as the deviation between the average number of pairwise differences pooled from all subpopulations and the heterozygosity estimated from each subpopulation with relation to the pooled differences. This ratio was not calculated in the first version of the simulation model (Publication I) as there was no subpopulation structure. In publication III we had divided Finland into three subpopulations, however, the $F_{ST}$ ratio was not calculated since the contemporary genetic data available (Palo et al. 2009) did not include values which could have been compared to our simulations. The calculation of the $F_{ST}$ statistic becomes more relevant in case of numerous simulated subpopulations, as for example is the case in the Savonian expansion simulation performed in our project (Heger 2011).
5 CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation comprises four original publications combining information acquired from both archaeological and genetic research, introducing new genuinely multidisciplinary results on top of the previous archaeological work that has been done before in Finland. The first simulation publication was followed by a refined model. The spatio-temporal publication rationalizes the archaeologically justified population peak used as a proxy in the simulation publications. Finally, the last publication summarizes the previous three publications and adds another dimension to the chain of proof by introducing the Stone Artefact Database analyses which provide more evidence in support of a Neolithic population bottleneck.

This contribution of combining analyses of detailed archaeological datasets with population genetic simulations is the first of its kind. When starting our research project it became clear that this type of research has not been done anywhere else. Our methodology used here has been shown to be appropriate for evaluating prehistoric demographic events in a genetically and culturally continuous population. This same methodology could potentially be applied to any such population.

Current genetic diversity provides only indirect evidence about the demographic events of past populations. Instead, population genetic simulation tools can be used to study the effects of population demography on genetic diversity over thousands of years. Within our simulated framework we have been capable of testing several scenarios including e.g. migrations and bottleneck sizes comparing those to the present day genetic diversity in Finland. Furthermore, additional evidence and current datasets can be integrated in the model, e.g. new aDNA results from neighbouring areas can be added to the background population pools to refine the results.

We describe and utilize the coverage of the Ceramic as well as the new Stone Artefact Database and employ a Bayesian spatial model to analyze stone artefact dispersion in prehistory. The methodology presented here is one of the first efforts of applying Bayesian spatial analysis with different types of archaeological data in Finland. The Stone Artefact and Ceramic Databases, and our analyses derived from them, offer unique opportunities to compare observations derived from genetic evidence. With this kind of approach, we can evaluate the evidence in a more detailed fashion compared to solely an archeological or genetic approach. Previously, the Stone Artefact Database has been used to study singular artefacts and a few artefact types exclusively. This is the first time the Database including thousands of objects belonging to several Mesolithic and Neolithic time periods has been data mined to a large extent.
The spread of Typical Comb Wear has been associated with the arrival of Finno-Ugric languages into Finland and the neighbouring areas. However, the timing of the arrival of Finno-Ugric languages has been an enduring issue among the linguistics. This topic, which is beyond the scope of this study, inevitably continues to arouse vivid discussions. Additionally, the question of prehistoric migration into the area has been continuously debated in Finnish archaeology. Our population simulations show that the scenarios including small migration waves and moderate constant gene flow from neighbouring areas are those where the strongest similarity to present day genetic diversity can be observed.

This achievement of combining information acquired from both archaeological and genetic research is crucial for the understanding of the Finnish prehistoric population fluctuations as well as the contemporary genetic composition of the inhabitants of Finland. Information required by this research generates a greater awareness of demographic processes per se and increases our understanding of the overall prehistoric population dynamics. These accomplishments represent a major contribution to the multidisciplinary research of Finnish prehistory in all its complexity.
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APPENDIX 1: GLOSSARY

**Allele**: one of two or more alternative forms (variants) of a gene or DNA sequence.

**Allele frequency**: the frequency of a particular allele at a genetic locus in a population. Allele frequencies are used to depict the amount of genetic diversity at the individual and population level.

**Autosome**: one of the 22 biparentally inherited (human) chromosomes, each present in two copies in each cell.

**Effective population size** ($N_e$): the number of individuals in a given generation, whose gametes contribute to next generations; almost always considerably lower than the actual census size.

**Founder effect**: a small number of individuals from a larger base population colonize a new site and no significant gene flow occurs thereafter between these two. The genetic consequences are very similar to a bottleneck.

**$F_{ST}$**: a measure of genetic distance among subpopulations.

**Gamete**: egg cell or sperm cell. In humans (or mammals) egg contains an X chromosome and sperm contains either an X or a Y chromosome.

**Haplotype**: the sequence of alleles of a set of polymorphic markers, located near each other on the same chromosome.

**Linkage disequilibrium** (LD): non-random association between closely linked loci due to their tendency to be co-inherited.

**Mitochondrion**: a cellular organelle primarily concerned with energy generation, contains its own circular genome (mtDNA), maternally inherited.

**Nucleotide**: The molecular component of the polymers DNA or RNA. DNA and RNA sequence length is measured in nucleotides (also known as base pairs, bp)

**Population bottleneck**: an event in which a considerable part of the population is prevented from reproduction. The population undergoes a considerable decrease in size (or the number of reproducing individuals), which may happen as a sudden incident or over a long time period. A sudden bottleneck may occur due to famine, epidemic, war or other reason. Only the survivors will pass their genes on to the next generations, which leads to reduction of genetic diversity compared to the situation which prevailed before the bottleneck.

**Y chromosome**: one of the sex chromosomes, only present in males (in mammals).